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A uniserial module over a valuation domain R is non-standard ifit is not 
isomorphic toJ/l, where I < J are submodules ofthe field ofquotients Q of R. This 
paper gives acomplete answer to the following question: under which conditions is 
a quotient ofa non-standard uniserial R-module still non-standard? Examples are 
given of the different possibilities, usingconstructions f non-standard uniserial 
modules, which depend on the diamond principle. q-11990 Academic Press. Inc. 
A module over acommutative ring with identity s said to be uniserial 
if its lattice of submodules is totally ordered. Of particular interest i  the 
case of a valuation d main R, since R itself andits field ofquotients Q are 
uniserial R-modules. Obviously, submodules and quotients of uniserial 
modules are still uniserial; therefore, given any submodules Z < J of Q, the 
module J/Z is uniserial. Modules of this form are called standard uniserial 
(see [FS]). 
The existence of non-standard uniserial modules was first proved by 
Shelah [S], who showed, bymeans of a forcing argument, that here exists 
a model of ZFC in which non-standard uniserial modules exist. 
Almost simultaneously, Fuchs gave aconcrete construction of a divisible 
non-standard uniserial R-module, using Jensen’s combinatorial principle 
Oo,, where R is a suitable valuation d main of cardinality H, satisfying 
certain algebraic ndtopological conditions; Fuchs’ proof was included in 
[FS, VII]. 
More recently, Franzen a d Gobel [FG] obtained the same result using 
the weaker set-theoretic hypothesis called “weak diamond” introduced by 
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Devlin and Shelah [IDS] (which is a consequence of the inequality 
2No <2’1), but imposing stronger conditions  the valuation d main R. 
Finally, Shelah gave an existence th orem in ZFC for non-standard 
uniserial modules, via some completeness theorem of model theory. 
It is worthwhile to remark that we have as yet the following situation. 
The existence proofs given by Shelah do not allow one to say whether there 
exist non-standard uniserial R-modules over afxed valuation d main R, 
and they do not help to exhibit concrete examples ofthem. On the other 
hand, assuming the “weak diamond,” weneed strong conditions  the 
valuation domain R, in order to construct non-standard uniserial 
R-modules; a consequence of this fact is that we can produce only par- 
ticular examples ofnonstandard uniserial modules. Moreover, the strength 
of Ow, allows us to construct non-standard uniserial modules of many 
different ki ds over more general valuation d mains. 
A main feature of anon-standard uniserial module U is its behavior with 
respect to he quotients U/K, where 0< K < U. The main goal of this paper 
is to investigate these quotients, We call U strongly non-standard if U/K is 
non-standard for all K < U, and barely non-standard if U/K is standard for 
all 0< K 6 U. These are clearly the two extreme cases. 
In Section 2 we show that U/K remains on-standard, o  itbecomes 
standard, depending on the location of K with respect to wo distinguished 
submodules U, d U’ of U, that we call threshold submodules; they depend 
on the two prime ideals U# and U,, which ave been introduced by 
Shores and Lewis [SL] (see also [FS, VII]). 
It is particularly interesting o analyze the quotient I’= U/U’; only two 
cases can arise: the first one in which U” > U,. =0; in this case V is always 
non-standard. The second case is U” = U, > 0; in this latter case V is 
non-standard exactly ifAnn V = Ann U. 
Our investigation of thequotients UJK is preceded bySection 1,in 
which we give a complete proof of the construction of non-standard 
uniserial modules using Ow, The proof presented h re is based on the 
idea of the proof in [FS], but it deals more carefully with direct limits, 
which produce non-standard uniserial modules; moreover, we make use of 
a very useful “test lemma” for standardness, which is a simplified version 
of [S, Lemma 51. 
Using our construction, in Section 3 we give concrete examples of
non-standard uniserial modules U of many different kinds: strongly 
non-standard (divisible and bounded); barely non-standard; withU” = 
U[P] > 0= U,; with U’ = U,.>O and U/U’ standard; with U’ = U,. > 0 
and U/U’ non-standard. 
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1. CONSTRUCTING NON-STANDARD UNISERIAL MODULES VIA 00, 
We fix the notation. R denotes a valuation domain, Q its field of
quotients, P its maximal ideal, S afixed maximal immediate extension of 
R, U(R) and U(S) the groups of units of R and S, respectively. If 
UE U(S)\R, the breadth ideal of v is the ideal of R: B(v) = 
{a~R:vgaS+R); it is shown in [SZ] that, given au-ideal I of R, the 
factor ring R/Z is not complete exactly if there is au E U(S)\R with B(v) =I. 
U will always denote a uniserial R-module. Following the notation 
of [FS], if Z=n{A nnu:uEU), then we set Ann U=I or Ann U=I’, 
according as there does, or does not, exist an element u0E U such that 
Ann u0 = I. 
Two prime ideals ofR are associated with U: 
U” = (YE R:rU< U) 
and 
It is well known (see [FS, VII]) that 
AnnU=I+U,dU” and AnnU=I+-U#<U,. 
If M is an R-module, gen M denotes the minimal cardinality of generating 
sets of M. The proof of the following lemma is essentially in [SL]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let U he a non-standard uniserial R-module. Then 
Ann U = I +, so Id U # < U, , and U is canonically an R,,-module. 
It is easy to see that he uniserial R-module U is non-standard if and 
only if it is non-standard as R,,- module. From now on in this section we 
shall assume that U, = P, since it is easier todeal with the R,,-module 
structure of U. The following lemma shows the direct limit structure of 
uniserial modules; itis a well-ordered version f[SL, Theorem 3.11; see 
also [FS, VII, 1.11. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let U be a uniserial R-module such that Ann U= I + and 
U, = P. If gen U = K, then there exists a well-ordered set of submodules 
of Q 
O<A<R<rOp’R<r;‘R< ... <r;‘R< ... (a<K,r,ER) (1) 
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such that U= b(r;‘R)/A. The connecting homomorphisms vi: r;‘R/A -+ 
r, ’ R/A (a < r < tc) are multiplications by u its ei of R satisfying 
eiez- el,Er,,A for all p <(r<z. (2) 
Given the uniserial R-module U as a direct limit asin Lemma 1.2, there 
is a very useful criterion in order to decide if U is standard ornot; our 
formulation s slightly different from the original one, which is in 
[S, Lemma 51. 
TEST LEMMA 1.3. In the notation fLemma 1.2, U is standard ifand 
only if there exists a family {c, :a < tc} of units of R, such that 
c,-ezc,Er,A for all ci < z. (3) 
The test lemma essentially saysthat he direct limit U and the direct 
limit (IJOr; ’ R)/A, in which the connecting homomorphisms are the 
canonical embeddings, are isomorphic fand only if there xist 
automorphisms of r;‘R/A induced byunits c, of R, making the following 
diagrams commutative 
(ii is the canonical embedding). Thetest lemma can be used to give direct 
simple proofs of the two facts hat gen U= w implies that U is standard 
and that if R is almost maximal then all uniserial R-modules are standard. 
At this point it should be clear that he construction of a on-standard 
uniserial R-module will be obtained byfinding a family ofunits of R ei 
(0 < r < K), satisfying (2),but not satisfying (3) for any family {c,:r~ < rc> 
of units of R. The hypothesis that, together with the set-theoretic tool 
Ow, , makes our construction possible, is the incompleteness of nough 
factor rings of R. We need the following notation: if wehave the chain (1) 
of submodules of Q, we set: J=IJo.,Kr;‘R, and Jv=IJoCvr;‘R for all 
limit ordinals v < K. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let R be a valuation domain with an ascending chain of 
submodules of Q like (l), with K = w,, such that A” = P and: 
(i) lu(R)I Qw,, 
(ii) R/(A : J,,) is not complete for all imit ordinals v in a cub C of 0,. 
Then 0 w, implies the existence of a system of units {ei : o < t < o, } such 
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that the corresponding direct limit U = l&(r;‘R)/A is a non-standard 
uniserial R-module. 
Proof: We well order U(R) = ( u,:a<o,} and set U,(R)= {up:p<oj 
for all g< 0,. Let h,: g -+ U,(R) (a < w,) be a Ow,-sequence of maps. We 
define bytransfinite induction on z a system of units {e: G < z < o, } 
satisfying (2).Let eh = 1. Assume r> 1 and that ei are already efined 
satisfying (2) for all 0< v < r. If r is non-limit, set e:-, = 1, and conse- 
quently define ez= e: _, ei ’ for all (T <t - 1. It is straightforward to ve ify 
that (2) holds. Ifr is limit, we distinguish two cases, asin [FS, VII]. 
Case 1. r belongs to the cub C and h,(a)-e;h,(p)Er,A for all 
p < c < r. Since R/(A :J,) is not complete, here exists vTEU(S) such that 
vT .$ R and the breadth ideal B(v’) = A : J,. For all G< r there exist units 
VIE U(R) such that uT - vf,Er,A; then we set: ei = u’,h,(o)-‘. Then (2) 
holds, ince for p< G < r we have: 
= Wp’ k(a)-’ . [v;k(a) - v3;hJp)l 
= h,(p)-’ h,(o)-’ [v;h,(a) - v;h,(a)] 
= h,(p)-’ (vi -vi) = 0 (mod r,A). 
Case 2. Not Case 1. Let U, = hm ,, < ~ (r; ’ R)/A, where the connecting 
maps are multiplications by theunits ez (p < c < T) already efined by
inductive hypothesis. For each (T < T let r~,: r;’ R/A -+ U, be the canonical 
injection. U, is standard uniserial, since gen U, = w; so there xists an
embedding v]: U, -+ r, ’ R/A. Then we set: E; = qorlb. Since A# = P, the 
embedding E;is induced bythe multiplication by a u it e: E R. We must 
verify that (2) holds, orequivalently thatE; = EL 0 .s; for all p<(T <T; this 
is a straightforward computation. Then we set U = h,; (r;‘R)/A. Note 
that A# = P implies that U, = P. Assume now, by way of contradiction, 
that U is standard. By the Test Lemma 1.3, there xists a function 
c: o, + U(R) such that (3) is satisfied w thc, = c(a) (0 < wi). 00, ensures 
the existence of a limit ordinal T in the cub C such that c, = h,(a) for all 
c < T. But then 
h,(a) -e&(p) E r,A for all p < cr < T 
so the units e:(a < T) are defined asin Case 1: e: = vie;‘. By (3) we have 
that 
c, - eic, Er,A for all ~7 < 5 
hence v’ - C, E n rr<,raA=A:J,=B(v’), which is absurd. 1
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Remark 1.5. If we do not assume that U, = P, then Lemmas 1.2 and 
1.3 remain true if all the involved units ez and c, are assumed to be units 
of R,,. Also Theorem 1.4 holds without assuming A #= P if we substitute 
U(R,+) for U(R), and R,,/(A:J,,) for R/(A:J,); note that U, =A#, so 
both A and A:J,, are actually R,,+-submodules of R.,. Obviously in this 
case S must be substituted by a maximal immediate extension of R,,& 
(see CFI). 
Remark 1.6. If in Theorem 1.4 we assume that JR1 =w, and 
IR/(A :J,)I =N, for all imit ordinals v < w,, then the “weak diamond’ is 
enough to guarantee the existence of anon-standard uniserial R-module 
(actually of 2N1 many of them non-isomorphic). This result isdue to 
Franzen and Gobel [FG, Theorem 91. The first two examples ofnon- 
standard uniserial modules constructed in Section 3 can be obtained by
means of this result. 
2. QUOTIENTS OF NON-STANDARD UNISERIAL MODULES 
Throughout this ection U will denote a non-standard uniserial module 
over the valuation d main R (except that in Proposition 2.2). We will not 
assume that U, = P as in Theorem 1.4. 
Our goal is to investigate the quotients of U; the results obtained in this 
section hold in ZFC. 
Let us start byintroducing the following twosubmodules of U
U’= n U[r] and u, = u Wrl, 
3-E L’# r+cJt 
where, as usual, U[r] = {UE Ui:ru =O}. We call U’ and U,. the upper 
threshold and the lower threshold submodules ofU, respectively. Clearly 
U” 3 U,. and, if we assume U # = P, then U’ = U[P] the socle of U. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let U be a non-standard uniserial R-module and let K
be a submodule ofU. Then 
(a) if K> U’, the quotient U/K is standard; 
(b) if K < U,., the quotient U/K is non-standard. 
ProoJ: (a) If K> U’, then K> U[r] for some rE U#; therefore U/K is 
a quotient of U/U[r] 2rU-c U; so U is standard. 
(b) If Kc U,., then KG U[r] for some r E R/U #; therefore U/K has 
U/U[r] grU = U as epimorphic image; so U/K is non-standard. 1 
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Proposition 2.1 shows that it is relevant to know how the two threshold 
submodules U’ and U,. are located inU. A partial information is given in 
the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let U be a uniserial R-module with Ann U = I ‘. 
(a) U”=Uifandonlyif U#=I; 
(b) U,.=O if and only if U” = U,; 
(c) U# < U, implies UC= U”. 
Proof (a) U # > I is equivalent to the xistence of an r E U# and an 
u E U such that ru # 0, and this is clearly equivalent to the strict inclusion 
U > U’; therefore U” = U is equivalent to U # = I. 
(b) U, = 0 if and only if U[r] = 0 for all rE R\U #; this is equivalent 
to the implication: rU= U+ U[r] = 0, which is equivalent to: 
rER\U# *rq! U,, i.e., U, = U’. 
(c) If u# < u,, then (b) implies that U,. #O. Assume, by way of 
contradiction, hat U’ > U,,. Since u E U’ exactly if Ann u B U #, and u 6 U, 
exactly ifAnn u < U #, u~U”\U,impliesthatAnnu=U#.LetO#v~U,.. 
Then su = v for some s E R\ U # , and there exists anr E R\U # such that 
rv = 0. Then rsu = rv = 0, which is absurd, since rs$ U # = Ann u. 1 
Easy consequences of the preceding results arethe following 
COROLLARY 2.3. A non-standard uniserial module U is strongly non- 
standard ifand only tf U # = I. 
Proof If U # = I, then U“ = U by Proposition 2.2(a); since 
U”=I<U,, U” = U,. by Proposition 2.2(c), and therefore U,.= U and 
the claim follows from Proposition 2.1(b). Conversely, if I<U #, then 
U” < U, so U has some standard quotient by Proposition 2.1(a). 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. A non-standard divisible uniserial module is strongly 
non-standard. 
Proof It is enough to note that I= U # = 0 and apply Corollary 2.3. i
COROLLARY 2.5. Let U be a non-standard uniserial R-module. Then the 
following implications h ldUC = 0 3 U is barely non-standard * U,. = 0. 
Proof The first implication is a immediate consequence of Proposi- 
tion 2.1(a). Thesecond implication follows from the fact hat, if U,. > 0, 
then U,. > U[ P]; so there exists 0 <K < U,. and U/K is non-standard. 1 
Up to now, we do not know anything about he quotients U/K, in case 
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U,. < K < U”. In view of the preceding results we have to consider the 
following two cases: 0 = U,. <KG U” (when U # = U, ) and 0 < U,. =
K= U” (when U# < U,). 
We investigate now the first case. The next result settles thecase U, = P. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let U be a bounded non-standard &serial R-module. 
Then U/U[P] is non-standard. 
ProoJ: Let us assume that U[P] > 0. If U/U[P] is tandard, then it can 
be embedded into acyclic module Ry, with cokernel Rj. We obtain the 
exact sequence 
Ext’(Ry, U[P]) --t Ext’(U/U[P], U[P]) + Ext2(Rj, U[P]). 
The last erm vanishes, because the simple module U[P] has injective 
dimension one. So we have the commutative diagram 
o- U[P]- u - U/U[P] - 0 
II I I 
o- U[P]- M- RY - 0. 
The bottom row cannot split, since the top row is not splitting; henceforth 
A4 is cyclic. This gives the desired contradiction, because U cannot be 
embedded in a cyclic module. 1
The next result isatechnical lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let U be a non-standard uniserial R-module such that 
U, = U#. Let V= U/U’. Then V, = U,. 
Proof. Let rE V,. Then there exists UEU\UC such that ru E U’. But 
u$ U” implies that here xists  EU# such that u #O. Since ruE U”, 
tru =0, so r(tu) = 0 shows that rE U,. Therefore V, < (I,. Assume now, 
by way of contradiction, hat V < U, Since clearly V# = U #, we have 
V, < V#; by [FS, VII.1.11 there xists an element u,, E U such that 
Ann(v, + UC) = Ann V. We get a contradiction sh wing that Ann v0 = 
Ann U, which is impossible y Lemma 1.1. Let svO =0 (s ER); take 
0 #USE U” and let rug= uO. Let u E U be an element such that pu = u0 
(p E R). Then ru,, E U’ implies ruE U”. If s = rt, then 0 = suO =rtu, = tu, 
implies that E U, ; hence su = tru =0, by the definition of U”. 1 
We deal now with the case U,. = 0 < K d U”. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let U be a non-standard uniserial R-module such that 
U, = U #. Then, for all 0c K < U”, the quotient U/K is non-standard. 
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Proof It is enough to show that U/U’ is non-standard. Let V= U/U’; 
then, by Lemma 2.7, V, = U, . It follows that it is enough to show that V
is non-standard as anR,+- module; hence we can assume, without loss of 
generality, thatU, = U # = P so that U” = U[P]. The claim follows now , 
from Proposition 2.6. 1
We investigate now the factor module V= U/UC, when 0 < U,. = U” < U. 
We will see that V is non-standard exactly ifAnn V= Ann U. Concrete 
examples ofthe two possibilities, Ann V> Ann U and Ann V = Ann U, 
will be given by Examples 3 and 6 in the next section. We set 
J= (7{Ann U:UE V} and, as usual, U#U= {ru:rE U#, UE U}. 
LEMMA 2.9. If 0 < U,. = U” < U, then the following facts are equivalent 
(a) U#U<U, 
(b) Ann V= J (and not J’), 
(c) Ann V> Ann U. 
Proof (a)+(b) Let ~EU\U#U and ruEU‘ (rER). If UERM, then 
trivially ru E U”. If su = u (s ER), then s# U #, since u 4 U # U. Let t be an 
arbitrary element of U#; then t = st’ for some t’ EU”; so we have: 
trv = st’rv = t’ru = 0, since ru E U’ and t E U#. There follows that 
rv E U,. = U”, so Ann V = Ann(u + UC). 
(b) + (c) Since Ann U = I + and Ann V = J, it is not possible that 
Ann V = Ann U. 
(c) + (a) Assume, byway of contradiction, hat U #U = U. Then we 
have: Ann V = Ann( U/UC U “1) = Ann( U # U) = Ann U, absurd. 1
COROLLARY 2.10. Let U be a non-standard uniserial R-module such that 
0 -C U,. = U” -C U and let V= U/U’. If Ann V> Ann U, then Vis tandard. 1 
It remains to consider the case: 0 < U,. = U” < U and Ann( U/UC) =
Ann U. Obviously Ann V= I+, so V # < V, (where V= U/U’). Clearly 
V # = U #; it is easy to see that V,. =0, so we have the following situation: 
V,=V#=U#>AnnV=AnnU. 
Assume that U=&,,.(r;‘R)/A, as in Lemma 1.2. Let A” be the 
submodule of Q such that AC/A = U”. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that A”<r;‘R, so that V=l&,.(r;‘R)/A”, where the 
connecting maps are still induced bythe units ez of R (a < T < K). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let U be a non-standard uniserial R-module such that 
0 < U,. = U” < U. If Ann( UJU”) =Ann U, then U/UC is non-standard. 
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ProoJ Let U and V= U/UC be represented as direct limits a before. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, hat V is standard. Then, by the test 
lemma and Remark 1.5, there exist units c: of R,+ (recall that U# = V,) 
for all t< K such that 
c:-eicb~r,A”, 
where the units eiof R satisfy conditions (2)in Lemma 1.2. Since Ann V= 
Ann U, i.e., n,,.r,A”= n,<, ~ r A, for each ordinal crthere exists a mini- 
mal ordinal o,such that r,)“A’ < r,A. The elements c:have all the same 
value; therefore there exist units U, of R and an element r ER\ V, such that 
CL = ru, for ail r-=c K. Clearly weget: U, - eiu, Er,A” (a < z < K). Now we 
set 
c, = (e:)-’ u,,~ (t<K). 
Then we have, for all oc7-c K: 
c, - eic, = (eF)-' u,~ - ei(ez)- ' u," 
= (ezr) -’[u,~ - e:(e:) -’ u,,] (mod r,A). 
But we also have 
u,> -T e:(e:) ~ ’u,~ =u,~ -ez:, u ” (mod r, A); 
therefore u,~- es; u,~ Er,” A” < r. A implies that 
c,-eic,Er,A 
contradicting the on-standardness of U, by test lemma. 1 
3. EXAMPLES 
All the examples ofnon-standard uniserial modules constructed in this 
section are obtained bymeans of Theorem 1.4; therefore th y depend on 
the set-theoretic axiomOw,. Examples 1 and 2 can be obtained also by 
means of Theorem 9in [FG], just assuming the “weak diamond.” 
We shall use two different ki ds of totally ordered abelian groups: I(1) 
and Z(n), for an ordinal 2.Z-(i) sthe direct sum of i copies ofZ, endowed 
with the antilexicographic ordering; so,given (n,), < 1in I’(n), (n,), < j. >0 
if there exists anordinal p <2 such that np > 0 and nrr = 0 for all B> p. The 
chain of convex subgroups ofI(l) is 
o=r,<r,< ..’ <I-,,< ‘.’ <r,=r(I,), 
where I-,,= ((H~)~< ;.:n,=O for all a3v). 
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E(A) is the direct sum of il copies of Z endowed with the usual 
lexicographic ordering; so,given (n,), < j. EZ(n), (n,), < i> 0 if there exists 
r ~1” such that n,>O and n,=O for all c<r. The chain of convex 
subgroups of C(A) is 
0=/r,< ... <Z”< ..’ <C,<C,=C(A), 
where C,= {(n,,)O,i,:n,=O for alla<~}. 
Let K be a countable field. Given an ordinal J&, take the formal power 
series ring K[ [r(n)]] (see [FS, IS]); this is a maximal valuation d main, 
with valuation u defined bytaking the inlimum of the supports. Consider 
the subfield Qj,of the quotient field ofK[ [r(A)]] generated over K by the 
monomials, with the induced valuation. Thendefine R, = {x E Q, : v(x) 3 O}. 
The value group of R, is r(1) and its prime spectrum is
P = P, > P, > . > P,, > . . . > P, = 0, 
where P,= {YE R:u(r)$r,,}. 
In a similar way we define the valuation d main R”, obtained changing 
the value group r(J) by Z(A); the prime spectrum ofR” is 
p=p”> >P”> . . . >p’>pO=o, 
where P”= {~ER~:u(~)#C,,}. 
If 13”1 =wi, then clearly R;,l =o, = IR’l; thus, once fixed R= R, or 
R=R’, O<A<R, and J=lJa<c,,,r;’ R, in order to apply Theorem 1.4 it 
is enough to verify that A# = P and R/(A : J,,) is not complete for any limit 
ordinal v < w , . 
EXAMPLE 1. This is exactly the example in [FS, VII, pp. 15%151]. 
Using the preceding notation, R = R,,, and A = R; J= Q = U, < m, r; ’ R, 
where, denoting by U,(Y) the r-component of u(v) in P’(w,), u,(T,) = 6,, (the 
Kronecker 6). For all imit ordinals v < or, J,, = U, < “r; ’ R = P,, :R, so 
A: J, = R: (P,,: R)= P,. The factor ring R/P” is not complete b cause itis 
not discrete andthe countability of K implies the countability of R/P,. 
By Theorem 1.4, 00, ensures the existence of a non-standard uniserial 
R-module that we denote U, ; U, is divisible, since J= Q. So every non- 
zero quotient of U, is non-standard. 
EXAMPLE 2. Take R = R,, + , , A = R, and J = u, < (,,, r; ’R, where 
u,(r,) = 6,, as before. Again R: J, = P,,, so R/(A : J,) is not complete. Thus 
we obtain via Ow, a non-standard uniserial module U2 such that 
(U,).=P>(U,)#=P,,,=Ann(U,)>O 
(u,),.=(u,)c = u>. 
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In fact, r E( U,) # if and only if rJ < J; but gen J= o, , and every proper 
submodule ofJ is countably generated, so rJ< J is equivalent to rUz = 0. 
Uz is not divisible, ecause J< Q, and it is strongly non-standard. 
EXAMPLE 3. Take R and A as in Example 2. Let a E P,, be such that 
u,,,(a)= 1 and o,(a)=0 if r<w,. Let J = lJo<to,s;‘R, where s=ar, and 
r, is as in the Examples 1 and 2. Clearly R: J= aP,, and R:J, = aP,, for all 
limit ordinals v < 0,. So R/(A : J,) is not complete, since R/P, is not 
complete. Thus we obtain via 00, a non-standard uniserial module U, 
such that 
(U,).=P>(U,)#=J#=P,,,>Ann(U,)=aP,, 
u,>(u,),.=(u,)C>O. 
By Proposition 2.1, U, has both standard and non-standard non-trivial 
quotients. I  iseasy to see that Ann( U,/( U,)‘) =( U3)# > Ann( U3); so, by 
Corollary 2.10, U /( U,)’ is standard. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let R = R”’ and A = R. Let a E P’ be such that q,(a) = 1 
and u,(a)=0 for all O<z<o,. For all (r<oi let r,ER be such that 
u,(r,)=h,,. Let J=Uncc,,,~;lR, where $;‘=a-‘r, (a<~,); clearly 
J=ap’Pcol and J,,=a ~‘P’ for all imit ordinals v < oi . Then R: J,, = aR: 
P’ = aR,&. In order to show that R/(A : J,,) = R/aR,, is not complete, a 
cardinality argument asin the preceding examples does not work. The new 
argument proving the incompleteness is given in the last lemma. Thus we 
obtain via 00, a non-standard uniserial module U, such that 
(U,), =(U,)#=P>Ann(U,)=aR:P 
(cl,)< = U,[P] =o. 
By Corollary 2.5, U4 is barely non-standard. 
EXAMPLE 5. Take all as in the preceding Example 4, except that A = P. 
Everything works as before, except that he non-standard uniserial module 
U, obtained in this way satisfies 
By Proposition 2.6, U,/(U,)’ is non-standard. 
EXAMPLE 6. Take R = R”l+ i and A = R. Then P = P”” + ’ is principal, 
say P= Rp, and P”’ is the union of a chain of wi prime ideals P’(v < oi). 
Let ae P’, r, and S,E R (a<~,) be as in Example 4. If J= Uacc,,,s;‘R, 
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J,= UO<JO1 R (v limit <or), then clearly J=ap’Pol and J =a-lP”. 
Thus we have: A:J, =R: J, = aR: P’ = aR,“. With an argument kmilar to 
that used in the next lemma, one deduces that he factor rings R/(A :J,) =
R/aR, are not complete. Then we obtain via 00, a non-standard 
uniserial module U, such that 
P=(U,).>(U,)#=J”=P”L>Ann(U,)=aR,, 
( U,)C =(U,),. = U&P”‘] =R&R; 
hence A’ = R,, . It is easy to show that s,, 1A’ds,A for all e<o,. There 
follows that Ann( U,/( U,)C) = Ann( U,), so U,l( U,)C is non-standard, by 
Proposition 2.11. 
We give now the non-completeness argument needed in Examples 4 
and 6. 
LEMMA. In the notation of Example 4, R/aR, is not complete for v < ol. 
Proof. Since vis a countable limit ordinal, there exists anascending 
sequence ofordinals: 1 < err < . . . < (T,, < . . such that sup (T,, = v. For 
n 3 1, let yn be the lement ofZ = C(w r ) defined by
Y,(O) = 1, Yn(aJ = - 17 y,(o) = 0 otherwise. 
Clearly aR, = n,,, FR. We claim that he Cauchy sequence inR/aRpu 
A?” + . . + Xyn +aR PV (n>l) 
has no limit. Note that every non-zero element ofP1/aRp,, hasthe form 
XyO(ao+a,X”l+ ... +u,X”~)(~,+~,X~~+ . . . b,XBm)-l+aRpv (4) 
where 0< y,, $ C,, ai #0 # bj for all iand j, 0 < n, m, and the c(~ and flj are 
positive el ments of Z. Assume, byway of contradiction, hat our Cauchy 
sequence has limit, necessarily coinciding with C;” Xyk +aR,.. Then there 
exists anelement ofthe form (4) such that 
(b,+b,X”‘+ ... +b,XBm) 
-X~~(aO+a,X”l + . +u,X”“)E~R,~. 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that he cli and the flj are in Z,. 
If, for afixed k, yk # y0 + cl; for all i= 1, . . n, then yk = y,, + 0, for some 
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h < k and some j. Since yk # yO + cli happens for infinitely many k’s, we have 
that here exists a jsuch that 
Y/c-Yh=Pi=Yk’-Yh’ 
for some k # k’; this is obviously absurd. 1
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